Ivi	Introduction: Part IV
with the elimination of their two definite statements, the name of the
author and the allegation of the Maharastrl original.   In S the stanza
reads:
grivikramadityanaregvarasya caritram etat kavibhir nibaddham
pura mahad gadyasupadyayuktam param mahagcaryakaram naranam.
According to Weber, his VarR ms. U (which I have not seen) also
contains a form of these stanzas, namely, the first stanza exactly as in
JR (barring one small variant, obviously a textual corruption), and
the second stanza changed so as to attribute the authorship to Vararuci
instead of to Ksemamkara Muni. Stanza 2 (an udgiti) reads, accord-
ing to Weber (I St. 15.188, note 5):
dvatringatputtalikaviracitananakathakathanam
vararucina punar etan nirmitam anandadayakam vidusam.
(The ms. reads viracita0 and inserts puna before punar; corr. Weber.)
I know of no reason for doubting the correctness of this well-authen-
ticated statement of authorship in JR. As to the problem of the alleged
Maharastri original, the matter is somewhat different. I do not, in-
deed, lay any weight on the omission of this statement in S. For S
omits also the statement of authorship, and its stanza has in all re-
spects the appearance of being secondary, as compared with the stanzas
of the JR mss. (S is distinctly anti-Jainistic in tendency, and this is
probably the reason for these changes; they eliminate a Jain teacher
as author and a specifically Jainistic Prakrit as the original dialect of
the work.) But it is difficult for me to conceive how this allegation
can be reconciled with other facts which seem to me certain. If JR
is directly derived from a Maharastrl version, it seems that we must
suppose this Mahara§trl version to have intervened between JR and
the original Vikramacarita, represented by SR, BR, and MR. For,
as we have seen, these three orthodox versions represent the original
much more closely than JR, and cannot possibly be derived from it.
Moreover it seems clear that the original of all the versions we have
must have been in Sanskrit. The mere fact that a considerable num-
ber of Sanskrit stanzas can with certainty be attributed to it goes far
to establish this; for altho Sanskrit stanzas are to be sure now and then
inserted in works written mainly in Prakrit, it is scarcely likely that
so many should have been. (The number may be conservatively
stated as about 40.) But more than this, there are a number of prose
passages where the wording of JR and that of some of the orthodox

